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BOOK 1: Unit 1 Lesson 1

Story Words
- leap
- swamp
- trunk
- capital
- monument
- steep
- load
- globe
- coast
- nation

1. Directions: The Haven have chvilde then look a m marrt thmekem pise in this as you picture your area related story role.
Story Words
leap
swamp
trunk
capital
monument
steep
load
globe
coast
nation

Directions: Have children look at the pictures as you read the story aloud. Then have them mark items in the pictures related to leap, swamp, trunk, capital, and monument.
Directions: Have children number the pictures in the order they happened.
Directions: Have children find and color pictures related to steep, load, globe, coast, and nation.
Directions: Have children fill in the bubble under the picture that matches the word you say.

1. swamp
2. load
3. trunk
4. globe
5. steep
6. leap
Directions: Have children connect the monuments.